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Pricelist for the allocation of 
codes within the German gas 
market 
(1) This pricelist applies for the identifiers DVGW-codes for market partners, EIC and gas grid operator 

numbers, allocated by DVGW Service & Consult GmbH, commissioned by DVGW Deutscher Verein 

des Gas- Wasserfaches e.V. – wissenschaftlich-technischer Verein (DVGW German Technical and 

Scientific Association for Gas and Water). 

(2) For the “fee per company” all codes allocated by DVGW, which are company-specific (DVGW-

codes, EIC-X, gas grid operator numbers) will be summarized at the respective accounting date and 

invoiced collectively. The accounting date for the determination of the annual fee to be invoiced is 

December 31st of the respective year. The basis of calculation is table 1: codes for companies. 

(3) For the fee per network interconnection point (NIP) and exit zones (EZ), all codes which are spe-

cific to the interconnection point (EIC-Z, EIX-Y) will be summarized at the respective accounting date 

and invoiced collectively. The accounting date for the determination of the annual fee to be invoiced 

is December 31st of the respective year. The basis of calculation is table 2: Codes for network inter-

connection points and exit zones. The summarization is made per company for every interconnection 

point and every exit zone, for which the company is listed as upstream grid operator. 

(4) The due annual fee is determined according to a quantity scale. The fees are net prices based on 

this quantity scale. The basis for determining the quantity scale is the total number of the gas grid 

operator numbers, DVGW-codes and EIC which are valid at the respective accounting date. 

(5) Code holders, who hold a valid code on December 31st of a year (“existing costumers”), the com-

pany fee will be invoiced as annual fee for the following calendar year in advance. New codes or 

cancellations during the year will be considered for billing not until the next accounting date. 

(6) For companies which apply for a code for the first time during the current year and thus are newly 

entered in the data base (“new customers”), the full annual fee is invoiced at the accounting date due 

to the inception of contract during the year. The accounting date for the calculation of the fee to be 

invoiced is December 31st of the current year. 
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Tabelle 1: codes for companies 

Code type Number of codes per company Price in € 

Code allocation market function 

1 65,- € 

2 90,- € 

3 127,- € 

4 162,- € 

5 179,- € 

6 191,- € 

Each additional code + 25,- € 

 

Tabelle 2: codes for network interconnection points and exit zones 

Code type Number of codes per company Price in € 

Network interconnec-

tion points and exit 

zones 

Up to 100 116,- € 

100 to 300 289,- € 

300 and more 463,- € 
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The “fee per company per year“ and the “fee per grid access point“ (corresponding to the actual re-

spective total number of codes) amount to the total annual fee for the respective code holder.  

 

Sample calculation: 

The company holds 3 codes for market functions: 

1 x DVGW-code supplier 

1 x EIC-X 

1 x DVGW-Code balancing group responsible party 

3 market functions = 127.00 € 

The company holds 73 codes for grid access points: 

65 x EIC-Z as upstream grid operator 

8 x EIC-Y as upstream grid operator 

       73 GCP-Codes = 116.00 € 

               Total: 243.00 € 


